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Peewee Jets pull off  three-game winning streak

	The Vito's Pizzeria Peewee Jets pulled off a three- game winning streak on the weekend starting with a double header Saturday Oct.

24, starting in Gananoque.

The Islanders started out the game incredibly strong; with less than five minutes left in the period they were able to sneak one past

Phillip Cannon in net. The boys on defence #10 Connor Sobry, #3 Trevor McDowell, #4 Tanner Potts, and #6 Jonathon Young

worked extremely hard to keep it out of our end, lowering any other scoring chances from Gananoque.

The second period the Jets were on fire! With 10 minutes on the clock #2 Owen Fergusson puts one in assisted by #15 Cody

Switzer. Less than two minutes after that #5 Gavin Plunkett moves the numbers up on the scoreboard for the Jets assisted by #12

Colson West. With three minutes left in the period, Fergusson strikes again giving us a two-goal lead going into the third assisted by

#8 Keegan Anderson and Gavin Plunkett.

The third period Fergusson decides it is time for a Hat Trick with 28 seconds left he puts one in their net, unassisted. 

Final score 4-2 for Bancroft.

Since we were already in the area we decided to drop by North Frontenac on the way home for a 7:30 game against the Flyers, due

to a previous game delay we didn't hit the ice until 8 p.m.

With 12 minutes on the clock #7 Desi Davies starts the game off right firing one in the net unassisted. The Jets were unable to

materialize during a power play although, defence Johnny Young almost put us up with a strong shot from the blue line. A few

minutes into the second, it looked like the Flyers would finally be on the scoreboard this period until the referee called off their goal,

the net was out of position. The Jets decided they wanted to warm up the seat in the box racking up eight minutes in penalties for the

end of this period. Luckily due to strong manoeuvres from the defence and offence the Flyers weren't able to capitalize on their man

advantage, getting shut down by the Wall in net Phillip Cannon.

Colson West #12 showed up strong in the third tipping in a shot from #4 Tanner Potts on defense.  The Flyers finally managed to

squeak one past Cannon in net, but West decided he wasn't finished yet and put in another unassisted for a final score of 4-1.

The next day Frontenac made the long drive to Bancroft for a 3 p.m. game.

#15 Cody Switzer motivated the Jets early in the first period popping in an unassisted goal.  Owen Fergusson followed up

immediately with a goal helped out by #9 Colson Jenkins and #15 Cody Switzer. With five seconds left #8 Keegan Anderson has a

breakaway and puts it in the top of the net, assisted by Cody Switzer, and Connor Sobry

The flyers started out the second putting in the first goal,

Trevor McDowell answered right back putting in the Jets only goal from the blue line with a pass and assist from Owen Fergusson.

Frontenac came back with three minutes left to sneak one by Phillip Cannon, while we were killing off a penalty.  Desi Davies came

out flying in the third, sliding one past the Flyers goalie, assisted by #15 Cody Switzer. With seven minutes left on the clock Keegan

Anderson secured our lead with passes from Gavin Plunkett and Connor Sobry.

With only a few seconds left #11 Ryker Huygens, Colson West and Owen Fergusson charge toward the net but the clock wasn't on

their side resulting in a final score of 6-2 for the Bancroft Peewee Jets.

The Jets travelled to Brighton to play the Braves Sunday, Nov. 1.  With a minute left in the first period Centre Desi Davies slams the

puck in the net with an assist from Winger Colson West.  Brighton came right back slipping one past Cannon in net with 10 seconds

left in the period.

A couple of controversial calls in the second made the game interesting but the score remained tied at 1-1.

The Braves took an early third period lead with a goal three minutes in.

Midway through the period Gavin Plunkett took a four-minute penalty, this seemed to fuel the Jets, as they killed off the penalty,

they had a couple of good scoring chances in the Brighton end. It was #2 Owen Fergusson over to #9 Colson Jenkins right after the

penalty that tied it up 2-2. Continued pressure and smart passes lead to the go ahead goal, Fergusson passes it back to defence #4

Tanner Potts with a direct shot on net, tipped in by #15 Cody Switzer makes it 3-2 for the Jets.

The Jets continued the pressure pinning the Braves deep in their end with no way to secure a tie. Bancroft comes away with a

well-deserved third period win.

The Jets travel to Campbellford this Friday and then back on home ice Saturday, Nov. 7 at 6 p.m. for a rematch with the Colts.

Please come out and make some noise for our Boys!!!

Submitted by Candy West and Norm McDowell
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